
International Finance Notes 

Lecture 1 – Introduction  

Major differences between domestic and international finance are the existence of foreign exchange risk as well as 

political risk if we are moving into less regulated countries. 

When working with exchange rates, it is important to pay attention to 

units in order to get the correct currencies in the final answer. Cross rates 

are where we express one item in terms of the value of another, as shown 

on the right. 

Bid-Ask Spread – equal to the ask price less the bid price, difference 

enables the banks to profit from offering foreign exchange services.  

Globalisation has been a major trend of the last 50 years, with comparative advantage being the economic 

underpinning for all countries experiencing gains from trade around the world.  

Before 1875: Bimetallism – gold and silver were both used as standard forms of money and international payment. 

Fell out of favour since gold and silver prices could fluctuate relative to each other which made countries using both 

very inefficient. 

1875-1914: Classical Gold Standard – gold and national currencies were convertible to each other at a stable ratio. 

Global exchange rates were set by how each currency was respectively pegged against gold, creating highly stable 

exchange rates that were conducive to international trade and investment. Gold standard fell apart because newly 

minted gold is so restricted and so capacity for growth was seriously hampered. 

1915-1944: Interwar Period – exchange rates were very volatile as countries competitively devalued their currencies 

to gain advantages in the world export market. Major issue was that no one would credibly hold their rates, 

international investment plummets during the turmoil. 

1945-1972: Bretton Woods System – US dollar was pegged to the gold (at $35/oz) and other currencies were pegged 

to the US dollar. The rectified the lack of credibility because there was a world superpower that could enforce 

countries complying with the gold standard. 

1973-Present: Flexible Exchange Rate System – Jamaica Agreement in 1976 removes the pegging, mainly due to the 

US entering a recession because its currency had become massively overvalued as a result of being the global 

standard currency. Nowadays, most developed currencies are floating but some remain pegged (China and others).  

Most recent major currency experiment is the Euro, clearly reduces exchange rate risk and thus improves foreign 

investment within the Eurozone but means that countries cannot change their currency to respond to localised risks 

that may be emerging. 

Lecture 2 – Balance of Payments 

In August 2019, US Treasury Secretary declared China to be a “currency manipulator”, though the IMF disagreed. US 

imposed 10% on Chinese goods as a result, to compensate for what they saw as unreasonably low currency rates set 

by the CCP to gain advantage in the export markets.  

Currency Manipulator has a large trade surplus, which puts upward pressure on its currency value. The country uses 

this surplus to buy foreign currency to keep its own currency from rising in value. This is prevented under the US 

Trade Enforcement Act 2015. Countries that fill 3 criteria can be sanctioned: a trade surplus with the US, an overall 

current account surplus and one-sided intervention in the FOREX market. 

The Balance of Payments (BOP) account is the statistical record of a country’s international transactions over a 

certain period of time presented in the form of double-entry bookkeeping. Double-entry means each transaction 

has two entries: one is the traded item, the other is the payment of the item. Money flowing out is (-), while money 

flowing in is (+). For example, BHP export $1m AUD of iron ore to a Chinese steelmaker, this will be reported as a 
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Consider the example begun at the bottom of the previous page. This shows how 

swaps can actually be used to mutually save money on borrowing costs. This 

diagram shows how both can get lower interest rate costs than those available 

to them on the open market. This result is similar to comparative advantage 

argument for trade, since B has a comparative advantage in borrowing in the 

floating market relative to A. Thus, when do these swaps, each firm should 

borrow in the format in which they have a comparative advantage and then swap 

to benefit.  

Quality spread differential (QSD) – difference between the interest rate 

spreads in each market (floating and fixed). Represents the total possible 

additional savings given the rates being offered to respective firms. For 

example, in the case above 𝑄𝑆𝐷 = (5.5 − 5) − (𝐿𝐼𝐵𝑂𝑅 + 0.2 − 𝐿𝐼𝐵𝑂𝑅) =

0.3%. Typically, we assume that two parties share the savings equally, as on 

the right where each party benefits by 0.15%. Solving for x and y sets how 

the gains are split up (note there will always be a free variable, set y=0). 

Typically, these sorts of swaps are facilitated through an intermediary (called 

a swap bank) such as a dealer (invests and swaps later) or broker (only finds 

counterparties). This means that our QSD is now split between 3 parties, 

with the swap bank taking a share of the gains as a fee. This can be most 

easily solved by drawing the diagram on the right and solving for the 

question marks according to what each companies final borrowing costs 

should be based on their share of the QSD. 

Currency swap is similar but allows companies to borrow in different 

currencies where another has a comparative advantage in borrowing in a particular 

currency. Unlike interest rate swaps, the payments (including principal amounts) 

are all made, since they cannot be netted off as they are in different currencies. The 

first currency swap was between IBM and the World Bank in 1981. Europeans 

viewed IBM as having lower default risk than the world bank and Americans 

disagreed.  

Now, we will move to the valuation of an existing swap. Once a swap is 

agreed, changes in the interest rate or exchange rates could change the value 

of these swaps over time. In general, a swap has no value at t=0, due to 

equilibrium factors. One way to approach this is to value a currency swap as a 

package of long-term forward currency contracts. The more common way 

though, is to value it as a portfolio of two bonds and use the present value to 

price the swap.  

𝑆𝑤𝑎𝑝 = 𝑃𝑉𝑁𝑍𝐷(𝑟𝑁𝑍𝐷) − 𝑆𝑁𝑍𝐷
$

× 𝑃𝑉$(𝑟$) 

𝑆𝑤𝑎𝑝 =
14

1.06
+

14

1.062 +
14

1.063 +
214

1.064 − 1.9(
10

1.08
+

10

1.082 +
10

1.083 +
110

1.084 

𝑆𝑤𝑎𝑝 = 𝑁𝑍𝐷 4.34𝑚 𝑜𝑟
4.34

1.9
= $2.28𝑚 

Clearly the seller of the swap 

that receives dollars for NZDs 

has realised this loss and the 

buyer who receives NZD and 

pays dollar will have a profit. 

Note, the quote of the 

exchange rate implies the NZD 

receiver is the buyer.  

Another example is → 
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• Product Life Cycle – new products can become mature markets and growth slows, with foreign competitor 

products becoming cost-competitive. This means costs become a more important factor and so FDI can 

assist with this  

• Shareholder Diversification – can provide direct diversification to investors if there are significant barriers to 

the cross-border flow of capital. In modern markets, this is likely a poor justification, despite being hugely 

popular in the 1960-1980s period 

Greenfield investments usually draw strong government support, 

since they create jobs, bring new businesses to the country. 

Conversely, cross-boarder M&A is often frowned upon since they 

often lead to job losses and cede foreign ownership.  

The table on the right shows that while M&A often increases the 

size of the pie (creates value), this is often at the advantage 

of target companies and the expense of acquirers.  

FDI also requires consideration of political risk and whether 

countries uphold the rule of law. These risks include macro 

risk (large scale interruption of foreign operations) and micro 

risk (specific industries taken out by political developments). 

More specifically, we need to consider transfer risk, 

operational risk and control risk (governments take control 

of foreign-owned businesses).  

On the right is an example of political risk analysis of 

Vietnam from 2011.  

To hedge political risk, it is better to be more integrated with local operators, either through JV or financing from 

local banks. Companies also purchase insurance to protect themselves. 
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